In the scope of the Challenge on Context-aware Movie Recommendation (CAMRa2010), context can mean temporal context (Task 1), mood (Task 2), or social context (Task 3).
INTRODUCTION
In the scope of the Challenge on Context-aware Movie Recommendation (CAMRa2010) [10] , context can mean temporal context (Task 1), mood (Task 2), or social context (Task 3). For evaluation, two movie recommendation datasets from MoviePilot 1 and Filmtipset 2 were provided by the challenge organizers.
We focus on methods for Task 1 -temporal context. Goal of Task 1 is to predict which movies a set of users has rated in two specific weeks, given all prior rating events. The specific weeks are the Christmas week (week 52) in 2009, and the week leading up to the Academy Awards ceremony (week 9) in 2010.
We see context-aware recommendation as a special case of classical item recommendation. In classical item recommendation, the context is just the user for whom we want to predict items (e.g. movies). In context-aware recommendation, the context contains usually more information than just the user; for instance, the context in Task 2 of CAMRa2010 is the user and the current mood of the user, and in Task 1, the context is the user and the current date.
Another instance of context-aware recommendation is tag recommendation [3, 9] , where the context is given by the current user and the resource (e.g. websites, movies, songs, videos) the user wants to tag. The "items" to be predicted are the tags themselves. We think that the problem of Task 1 and the problem of tag recommendation are similar. This similarity allows us to employ Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization (PITF) to solve Task 1, with some modifications to deal with the subtle differences between the tasks.
One main difference between time-aware prediction and tag prediction is the fact that time is sequential, is episodic (at least in our application domain), and can be divided into arbitrarily big/small intervals, while items (the "context" in tag recommendation) do not have these properties. To exploit these properties, we suggest O-PITF, which is an ensemble of several PITF models with overlapping temporal context windows.
The contributions of this work are 
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Implicit Feedback Item Recommendation
The task of (classical) item recommendation from implicit, positive-only feedback [5, 6, 1, 7, 2] is to rank the items from a candidate set I cand according to the probability of being viewed/purchased by a given user, based on the feedback matrix S ∈ {0, 1} |U |×|I| and possibly additional data A U , A I . The challenge datasets contain more information than implicit feedback; actually their feedback is explicit (movie ratings on scales like {0, . . . , 100} and {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}), and there is additional A I data about items, e.g. movie keywords, and A U about users, e.g. age and gender. Nevertheless, we do not make use of this data. Other algorithms could of course use such data, and one could enhance the methods presented in this paper to exploit the additional data.
Note that item recommendation is related to, but distinct from, rating prediction, where the task is to predict how much a user will like an item -or rather, what explicit rating the user will assign to the item.
Context-Aware Item Prediction
As mentioned in the introduction, classical item prediction 3 can be seen as a special case of context-aware item prediction. The task here is to rank the items from a candidate set I cand according to the probability of being viewed/purchased by a given user in a particular context c ∈ C, based on the context-aware feedback tensor S C ∈ {0, 1} |U |×|C|×|I| and possibly additional data A U , A I . The aforementioned problem of tag prediction has the user and the resource as context, while in the present application, the context is the given user and the particular target week for the predictions; see Table 1 for some more examples of context-aware recommendation.
Differences to Tag Recommendation
While tag recommendation and time-aware movie recommendation look almost the same if one views them both as context-aware recommendation problems, there are two crucial differences:
1. Repeated events: Usually, a movie recommender is used to discover new movies, i.e. the system should present only movies to a user that they do not already know, even if we are in a new context (week). On the other hand, a tag recommender may recommend the same tag again and again if it fits the current context (resource), e.g. there is no problem suggesting the tag "news" to the same user for two different resources like news websites.
2. Temporal structure vs. "lexical" structure: Time has an obvious inherent structure:
(a) It can be divided into parts, (b) those parts have a natural ordering (sequentiality), and (c) some parts (hours, days, weeks, . . . ) repeat again and again (episodes), and some of the repeating episodes are similar to each other, which can possibly be exploited by a recommender system.
Items, which are the context in tag recommendation, lack such an obvious structure, e.g. there is not "natural" ordering that can be exploited by a recommender system. In fact, there are many successful tag recommendation models that do not assume any item structure beyond the relations to users and tags. Nevertheless, items do have some structure, for instance the similarity over views/ratings or attributes like actors, directors, etc. in the case of movies.
METHODS
Encoding Time as Context
There are different possible granularities for encoding temporal episodes as context. In this work, the week is the principal entity. Besides the normal calendar weeks that start on Monday, it is also possible to let other kinds of "weeks" start on other days. By combining models of different "weeks", it is possible to encode week context with day granularity.
Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization
Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization (PITF) [9] is a tensor factorization model initially developed for tag prediction, but it is also applicable to other kinds of contextaware recommendation tasks. The model is a special case of both Tucker Decomposition and Canonical Decomposition (see Figure 1) ; it sets parts of the involved parameters (the core tensor and parts of the feature matrices) to fixed values, and thus trades expressivity for learnability. PITF for tag prediction models the interaction between users and tags (contexts), and between resources 4 and tags. To adapt PITF to time-aware movie recommendations, we take into account some of the differences between tags and time in section 2.2.1: we treat the entities according to Table 1 , and filter the predictions with the known ratings to avoid the recommendation of already known movies.
The transfer from tag recommendation to time-aware item recommendation is not limited to PITF. Using this simple transformation, every tag recommendation technique that relies on (User, Resource, Tag) triples to make predictions can be used for time-aware item recommendation as well.
Ensemble Methods
Combining factor models [8] with different regularization and dimensionality is supposed to remove variance from the ranking estimates. There are basically two simple approaches of combining predictionsŷ 
where w l is the weighting parameter for each model. 2. Ensemble of the rank estimatesr l u,c,i :
That means tags with a high rank (lowr) will get a high scoreŷ.
Whereas combining value estimates is effective for models with predictions on the same scale, rank estimates are favorable in cases where theŷ values of the different models have no direct relationship.
Combining Different Factor Models
For our factor models the scales ofŷ depend both on the dimensionality and the regularization parameter. Thus we use the rank estimates for combining factor models with different dimensionality and regularization. As the prediction quality of all of our factor models are comparable, we have chosen identical weights w l = 1.
Combining the Same Model at Different Iterations
Within each factor model we use a second combination strategy to remove variance. We stop after a predefined number of iterations (1000). In our experiments the models usually converged already after about 500 iterations, but in the following iterations the ranking alternates still a little bit. To remove the variance, we create many value estimates from different iterations and ensemble them. I.e. after the first 500 iterations we create a value estimate for each item in all test posts every 50 iterations and ensemble these estimates with (1). Again there is no reason to favor an iteration over another, so we use identical weights w l = 1. This gives the final estimates for each model. The models with different dimensionality and regularization are combined as described above.
Overlapping Period Ensembles
Having a model with a fixed division of the year into calendar weeks is not the most flexible option. For a smoother week context, we train several models with datasets that have a different notion of a week, as described in section 3.1. This also brings days that are not in the target week, but very close -e.g. December 20 for the Christmas prediction -into the context of that week. We call that model Overlapping Period PITF Ensemble (O-PITF). Figure 2 gives an example: In the standard encoding (0), the week 52 corresponds to the calendar week 52. For the other encodings, the week's starting day is shifted, e.g. for (+1), it is shifted one day forward, and for (-1) it is shifted one day backward. For predicting movies in calendar week 52 of 2009, 6 different PITF models are trained, each with a different week definition. For each model, we predict movies for the given users and the context that covers December 21 to 27. For (0), this is context 52, for all schemes with a positive number (here +1 and +2), these are contexts 51 and 52, and for all schemes with a negative number, these are contexts 52 and 53. Note that we have training data exactly until the beginning of calendar week 52 of 2009, which means that for encoding (0), all ratings in context 52 take place in 2008. For encoding (-1), this is different: Here we also have training data for "week 52" in 2009, on December 20. For the encoding (+1), we have training data for context 51 in 2009, which will also be one of the target contexts. 
Compact Overlapping Period Ensembles
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our preliminary experiments.
Datasets
The original MoviePilot training dataset contains 4,544,386 ratings by 105,131 users, with timestamps ranging from January 2008 to March 2010. For the two sub-tasks (Christmas and Oscar week), we filtered out -according to the rules -all ratings starting with the beginning of the prediction period.
5
The resulting datasets can be found in Table 2 . "Sparsity" refers to the percentage of zero entries in the feedback matrix S. Note that between December and February, about 20,000 new users seem to have joined MoviePilot 
Compared Methods
BPR-MF.
BPR was recently proposed [7] as a generic optimization method for item prediction from implicit feedback. We use a matrix factorization model trained using the BPR framework to compare out context-based approach to an item prediction method that does not take the context into account. We trained BPR-MF models for up to 1000 iterations with learn rate α = 0.05 for different numbers of 
PITF.
Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization for context-aware movie recommendation as described in section 3.2. For number of factors k ∈ {8, 16, 32}, we tried learn rate α and regularization constant λ from the sets {0.001, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05} and {0, 0.00001, 0.00005, 0.0001}. All models were trained for up to 1000 iterations, except for the ones with k = 32 (due to time constraints), which we trained for only 650/900 iterations for the mp-oscar and mp-xmas subproblems. Again, we picked the models with the best prec@5 on the test data.
item-knn.
Item-based k-nearest neighbor prediction with cosine similarity.
mp.
A simple, non-personalized and non-context-aware baseline that just recommends the most popular (most rated, not best rated, in the training data) movies to each user.
mp (date/week/event/prior).
Another baseline, not personalized, but a little bit contextaware: Instead of taking the globally most popular movies, we recommend the movies that had most ratings in the corresponding period of the previous year. "Corresponding period" can have different interpretations, so we tried out exactly the same dates (which does not take weekdays into account), exactly the same calendar week (which does not take the exact date of holidays like Christmas into account), and a period in the preceding year with which we tried to cover the event as good as possible (e.g. by also taking in the weekend before week 52 for Christmas, and taking the exact 10 days prior to the Oscar ceremony). We also tried the most popular movies in a period directly before the prediction period. Table 3 gives some details.
One thing that is obvious from considering this baseline method is that for handling events like the Oscar ceremony, which do not happen at fixed dates, using the calendar alone is not sufficient.
random.
Recommending random items is an even simpler baseline. prec@n (precision at n) measures the number of correctly predicted items in the top-n recommendations. It is commonly used in the area of information retrieval [4] , is relevant to practice, and easy to interpret. We report results for prec@5 and prec@10. Additionally, we report AUC (the area under the ROC curve), which is a more general ranking measure.
Evaluation Metrics
where zu and δ are defined as
Results
Christmas
The results for the Christmas prediction problem can be seen in Table 4 . Considering precision, BPR-MFis the strongest method, which shows that there is still room for improvement (in terms of hyperparameter search) for the factorization models BPR-MF and PITF. PITF-8 is rather strong, and slightly better than the larger models PITF-16 and PITF-32, which is a hint that we need to look for better regularization parameters for the larger models. BPR-MF with 32 factors is strongest in terms of AUC, which is not surprising, as the BPR method optimizes for a smooth approximation of AUC. The context-aware most-popular baselines do not perform better than the normal most-popular predictions, with the exception of the most popular movies of the week exactly before Christmas week. This seems to imply that there is at least some contextual effect. Possibly it would be worthwhile to investigate different window sizes for mp (prior), to have a bigger impact on accuracy.
Oscar
The results for the Oscar prediction problem can be seen in Table 5 . Here, PITF behaves more in the expected way, the predictions improve with larger models. Still, we would expect PITF to outperform BPR-MF, which is not contextaware; this again is a hint that we have not find practical hyperparameters for PITF yet. The strongest prediction model in terms of precision is mp (prior). This is somewhat surprising -it is better to recommend the movies 
Discussion
Due to time constraints, we have only trained models with a small number of factors, and there has been only limited effort to find suitable hyperparameters for the advanced factorization methods like BPR-MF, PITF, and O-PITF. Experience from past studies [9, 7] has shown that using a greater number of factors and finding the right hyperparameters contributes greatly to the methods' accuracy. We expect to get improved results from further experiments.
Reproducibility of the Experiments
Some algorithms used for this paper are implemented in the MyMedia Recommender Framework 7 , and will be included in the next public release of the software. The programs used for the evaluations, as well as the data preparation scripts, are available on request.
CONCLUSION
We modelled the temporal context-aware movie recommendation problem in Task 1 of CAMRa Challenge as a general context-aware item recommendation problem, which allows us to use the Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization (PITF) for temporal context-aware movie recommendation. Furthermore, we suggested an ensemble model based on PITF to exploit the temporal structure of the problem (O-PITF), and a more integrated, compact representation of O-PITF (iO-PITF). We presented preliminary experiments in which we compare PITF against different item prediction algorithms and some simple non-personalized but contextaware baseline methods.
The methods we present in this paper are by no means finished, but rather work-in-progress. There are several directions for future work. First of all, the existing methods need more evaluation, i.e. a finer hyperparameter search and more factors for all factorization methods, experiments on the Filmtipset dataset, experiments on different splits to get results that allow the application of significance tests; we will measure the impact in run-time performance and accuracy of the integrated version of O-PITF (iO-PITF).
Methodological enhancements will be different versions of O-PITF -possibly analog to the different versions of mp (date/week/event/prior) -and approaches to take additional data like rating values, user and item attributes into account.
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